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ABSTRACT
is paper describes an abstractive summarization method1 for
tabular datawhich employs a knowledge base semantic embedding
to generate the summary. Assuming the dataset contains descrip-
tive text in headers, columns and/or some augmenting metadata,
the system employs the embedding to recommend a subject/type
for each text segment. Recommendations are aggregated into a
small collection of super types considered to be descriptive of the
dataset by exploiting the hierarchy of types in a prespecified ontol-
ogy. Using February 2015 Wikipedia as the knowledge base, and a
corresponding DBpedia ontology as types, we present experimen-
tal results on open data taken from several sources – OpenML,
CKAN and data.world – to illustrate the effectiveness of the ap-
proach.
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1 INTRODUCTION
e motivation of this work is to develop a method for summariz-
ing the content of tabular datasets. One can imagine the potential
utility of automatically assigning a set of tags to each member of
a large collection of datasets that would indicate the potential sub-
ject being addressed by the dataset. is can allow for semantic
querying over the dataset collection to extract all available data
pertinent to some specific task subject at scale.
1Our code is available for download at hps://github.com/NewKnowledge/duke
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We make the assumption that the dataset contains some text
that is semantically descriptive of the dataset subject, whether ap-
pearing in columns, headers or some augmenting metadata. As
opposed to an extractive approach that would merely select some
exact words and phrases from the available text, we propose an ab-
stractive approach that builds an internal semantic representation
and produces subject tags that may not be explicitly present in the
text augmenting the dataset.
e result of this work is DUKE—Dataset Understanding via
Knowledge-baseEmbeddings—amethod that employs a pretrained
Knowledge Base (KB) semantic embedding to perform type recom-
mendation within a prespecified ontology. is is achieved by ag-
gregating the recommended types into a small collection of super
types predicted to be descriptive of the dataset by exploiting the
hierarchical structure of the various types in the ontology. Effec-
tively, themethod represents employing an existing KB embedding
to extensionally generate a dataset2vec embedding. Using a Feb-
ruary 2015 Wikipedia knowledge base and a corresponding DB-
pedia ontology to specify types, we present experimental results
on open data taken from several sources—OpenML, CKAN, and
data.world—to illustrate the effectiveness of the approach.
2 RELATED WORK
e distributional semantics [9] concept has been recently widely
employed as a natural language processing (NLP) tool to embed
various NLP concepts into vector spaces. is rather intuitive hy-
pothesis states that themeaning of a word is determined by its con-
text. By far the most pervasive application of the hypothesis has
been the word2vec model [5][7] which employs neural networks
on large corpora to embed words that are contextually similar to be
close to each other in a high-dimensional vector space. Arithmetic
operations on the elements of the vector space produce semanti-
cally meaningful results, e.g., King-Man+Woman=een.
Since the original word2vec model, various incremental incar-
nations of it have been employed to embed sentences, paragraphs
and even knowledge graphs into vector spaces via sent2vec[6],
paragraph2vec[3], and RDF2Vec[8] respectively.
A topic domain is typically expressed as a manually curated on-
tology. A basic element of an ontology is a type, and a type assertion
statement links specific entities of the knowledge graph to specific
types. ese statements can be used to augment a semantic embed-
ding space with type information in order to add high level context
of the graph to the embedding space. For instance, it was recently
shown that one can extend a pretrained Knowledge Graph Embed-
ding (KGE) to contain types of a specific ontology if those were not
already present as entities, given a list of assertion statements[2].
us, it can be assumed that a semantic embedding is typed for our
purposes.
We note that the abstractive tabular dataset summarization prob-
lem is closely related to the well-studied problem of type recom-
mendation, where the type is a super tag for all text segments in the
dataset within a prespecified ontology that needs to be predicted.
Systems for type recommendation using both manually curated
features[4] and automated features [10], e.g., via typed KGEs[2],
for individual entities, have been previously explored. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first application of typed semantic
embeddings to abstractive tabular dataset summarization.
3 APPROACH
3.1 Framework
In this subsection, we present a pair of definitions to aid orienta-
tion.
Definition (word2vec)Word2vec models utilize a large corpus
of documents to build a vector space mapping words to points in a
space, where proximity implies semantic similarity[5]. is allows
us to calculate distances between words in the dataset and the set
of types in our ontology.
Definition (wiki2vec)When discussed in this paper, awiki2vec
model is a formofword2vecmodel trained on a corpus ofWikipedia
KB documents2. Training on this data ensures that the list of types
in the DBpedia ontology are included in the vocabulary of the
model, and increases the likelihood that topics are discussed in
context with their super-types.
Note that wiki2vec is different from a KGE, which is typically
trained on relationship triples between entities in a knowledge
graph (such as DBpedia)[8].
3.2 Generating Type Recommendations
emethod for summarizing a tabular dataset can be broken down
into three distinct steps:
(1) Collect a set of types and an ontology to use for abstraction
(2) Extract any text data from the tabular dataset and embed
it into a vector space to calculate the distance to all the
types in our ontology
(3) Aggregate the distance vectors for every keyword in the
dataset into a single vector of distances
3.2.1 Type Ontology. In order to generate an abstract term to
describe the dataset, we must first collect an ontology of types to
select a descriptive term from. We use an ontology provided byDB-
pedia3 which contains approximately 400 defined types, including
everything from sound to video game and historic place. DBpedia
also contains defined parent-child relationships for the types4 that
we use to build a complete hierarchy of types e.g. that tree is a
sub-type of plant which is a sub-type of eukaryote.
3.2.2 Word Embedding. With the set of topics collected, extract
each word from the dataset, embed it in a wiki2vec vector space
and calculate the distance between that word and every type in the
ontology. If a single cell in a column contains more than one word,
2See hps://github.com/idio/wiki2vec
3Downloaded from hp://downloads.dbpedia.org/2015-10/dbpedia 2015-10.nt
4Defined parent-child type relationships can be found at hp://dbpedia.org/ontology/
take the average of the corresponding embedded vectors. is re-
sults in a collection of distance vectors representing all text in the
dataset. Collect the vectors according to their source within the
dataset, i.e. words in the same column are collected into a matrix
of distances for each column. If column headers are provided, treat
them as an additional column in the dataset.
3.2.3 Distance Aggregation. eprevious steps produce a set of
matrices containing distances between every text segment in the
dataset and the set of types. e goal of this step is to reduce them
to a single vector of distances.
We utilize three successive aggregations in order to compute
this final vector. e first aggregation is computed across the rows
of each column matrix in order to produce a single vector of dis-
tances between the column and all types. Potential functions to
use are discussed below. e second aggregation is what we call
the tree aggregation, where we take this vector of distances for a
column and utilize the hierarchy of types described by DBpedia in
order to update the scores for each type. For instance, we need to
update the score for means of transportation based on the scores
for airplane, train, and automobile. e third aggregation is per-
formed over the set of distance vectors computed for each column,
producing a single vector of distances to every defined type. We
tested two simple functions for each aggregation step: mean and
max, as well as a variety of more complex aggregations for the tree
aggregation step. Tree aggregation allows for additional complex-
ity because the updated distance for each type was dependent on
the original distance for that type and the vector of scores for all
the children. We found that the most successful tree aggregation
functions were those that utilized different functions for process-
ing the child scores and the original type score, e.g.,
type ′ =mean(type,max(child1, child2, ..., childn)) (1)
3.2.4 Aggregation Function Selection. To select the best func-
tion for each aggregation, we hand-labelled a collection of datasets
with types from our ontology to use as a sort of ‘training set’. en,
for each labelled dataset and each combination of aggregation func-
tions, we computed the percentage of true labels found in the top
three labels predicted by DUKE, with results shown in Figure 1.
is figure clearly shows that using mean for column aggregation,
meanmax tree aggregation described in equation 1, and thenmean
for the final dataset aggregation step produces the best results.
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
e goal of this section is to illustrate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed approach to the tabular dataset summarization problem, in
the context of some widely available open data sets for which man-
ually curated summary (i.e., types/tags) are available to facilitate
comparison and evaluation. Links to every dataset used is provided
to facilitate verification by the reader. For each dataset, we gener-
ated one subject tag using the DUKE program, as described in the
previous sections, and grade it manually using ‘low’ for low ac-
curacy, ‘medium’ for medium accuracy (where the automatically
generated tag is “related to”, but is not exactly one of the manual
tags) and ‘high’ for high accuracy (where the automatically gener-
ated tag is exact in the sense that it is one of manually generated
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Figure 1: Match rate between true labels and top 3 predicted
labels for the best performing aggregation function combi-
nations. e labels for each bar describe the three tested ag-
gregation functions in the order: column, tree, dataset.
tags). Also, please note that each prediction took roughly 20 sec-
onds to perform (approximately 17 seconds of which was spent
loading the wiki2vec model) on a 16 CPU 64 GB D16s v3 Azure
Cloud VM executing serially.
4.1 Example 1 - CKAN Datasets
Four randomly selected CKAN datasets were used: Class Size 2016-
20175, 2016 Annual Survey estions6, BC Liquor Store Product
Price List Oct 20177, and Coalfile Report8. Manually curated sub-
ject tags were available for each dataset (see Table 1). e match
between the predicted tags and the manual tags for each dataset is
depicted in Table 1.
For the first two datasets, DUKE predicts an exact tag. For the
next two datasets, the accuracy is medium, with wine region being
very close to wine and river being a common semantic theme in
coal field names (examples include Elk River, Hat Creek and Peace
River). Specifically, the top 5 tags returned by DUKE in decreas-
ing order for the fourth example were river, stream, body of water,
natural place and natural region, words that are semantically de-
scriptive of the kind of names typically possessed by coal fields.
Moreover, we plot the top 5 DUKE-predicted tags and the man-
ual tags for the third example in Figure 2, demonstrating an exact
match.
5Available at hps://catalogue.data.gov.bc.ca/dataset/bc-schools-class-size
6See hps://catalogue.data.gov.bc.ca/dataset/bc-public-libraries-statistics-2002-2016
7Available at hps://catalogue.data.gov.bc.ca/dataset/bc-liquor-store-product-price-
list-historical-prices
8Available at hps://catalogue.data.gov.bc.ca/dataset/coalfile-database
Table 1: CKAN tabular dataset summarization results
Dataset Manual Tags Predicted Tag Score
Class Size class size, school high
2016-2017 public, school,
students in classes
2016 Annual annual survey, library high
Survey estions library, public library,
public library
BC Liquor Store BC Liquor Stores, wine region medium
Product Price alcohol, beer, price,
List Oct 2017 beverage, wine, spirits
Coalfile assessment reports, river medium
Report coal, data, maps
Table 2: OpenML tabular dataset summarization results
Dataset Manual Tags Predicted Tag Score
185 baseball baseball player, baseball player high
play statistics,
database
196 autoMpg city-cycle, engine high
miles per gallon,
fuel consumption
30 personae personality, person medium
prediction,
from text
313 spectrometer measurement, sky, band medium
red band, blue band,
spectrum, database,
flux
4.2 Example 2 - OpenML Datasets
Four simple OpenML datasets were obtained through the D3M
DARPA program: the 185 baseball9, 196 autoMpg10, 30 personae11,
and 313 spectrometer12 datasets. e results for these datasets are
shown in Table 2.
For the first two datasets, DUKE predicts an exact tag. Note that
for the second dataset, we consider engine to be an exact tag, since
the manual tags are essentially aributes of engines. For the next
two datasets, the accuracy is medium, with person being very close
to personality and band being descriptive of red band and blue band
manual tags. To verify that bands here referred to the right context,
we looked at the top 5 tags returned by DUKE, which in decreasing
order are band, brown dwarf, inhabitants per square kilometer, star
and celestial body, words that are fairly consistent with the context
suggested by the manual tags. Moreover, we plot these 5 tags and
the manual tags for this dataset in Figure 2, demonstrating that
while an exact match is not aained, nontrivial subsets of both
tag types are ‘very close’ to each other in the wiki2vec embedding
space.
9Available for download at hp://www.openml.org/d/185
10Available for download at hp://www.openml.org/d/196
11Available for download at hp://www.clips.ua.ac.be/datasets/personae-corpus
12Available for download at hp://www.openml.org/d/313
Table 3: Tabular dataset summarization data.world results
Dataset Manual Tags Predicted Tag Score
US terrorist terrorism, person medium
origins usa politics
Occupational employment, site of medium
Employment economics scientific
Growth interest
CAFOD activity funding, Haiti, human high
file for grants, donors, development
Haiti aid transparency index
eensland expenditure, casino high
Gambling gambling,
Data eensland
4.3 Example 3 - data.world Datasets
e names of some randomly-selected data.world datasets are as
follows: US terrorist origins13, Occupational Employment Growth14,
CAFOD activity file for Haiti 15 andeensland Gambling Data 16.
e results for this representative set of four data.world datasets
are shown in Table 3.
For the first two datasets, DUKE achieves medium accuracy. To
see the justification for this, note that the top 5 tags returned by
DUKE for the first dataset, in decreasing order, are person, still im-
age, legal case, supreme court of the USA andmilitary person, words
fairly descriptive of the dataset, which is a list of terrorists, avail-
ability of a headshot and details of their legal charges. Moreover,
we plot these 5 tags and the manual tags for this dataset in Figure
2, demonstrating that while an exact match is not aained, non-
trivial subsets of both tag types are ‘very close’ to each other in
the wiki2vec embedding space. e second dataset provides a list
of occupations, many of which are scientific, and corresponding
wages at various locations, which leads us to believe that site of sci-
entific interest is fairly descriptive of the semantics represented in
the dataset. For the next two datasets, the accuracy is high, which
should be self-explanatory to the reader from Table 3.
5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A method for abstractive summarization of tabular datasets, un-
der the assumption that it contains some descriptive text, was pre-
sented. Results of numerical experiments on OpenML, CKAN and
data.world datasets show good agreement betweenmanual and au-
tomatically generated tags by our system, DUKE.ese results can
be significantly improved bymore extensive ontologies included in
the model (in place of the 2015 DBpedia ontology). Additionally,
retraining wiki2vec on a more complete version of DBpedia (po-
tentially augmented using an Automatic Knowledge Base Comple-
tion, or AKBC, Algorithm [11] [1]) will help improve the accuracy
of our system. More sophisticated handling of multi-word phrases
also needs to be explored.
13Available for download at hps://data.world/tommyblanchard/u-s-terrorist-origins
14Available for download at hps://data.world/tommyblanchard/u-s-terrorist-origins
15Available for download at hps://data.world/cafod/cafod-activity-file-for-haiti
16Downloaded at hps://data.world/queenslandgov/all-gambling-data-queensland
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Figure 2: Concept embedding space for three of the exam-
ined datasets. Point shape depicts DUKE predictions and
manual tags. t-SNE dimension reductionwas used to project
the 1000 dimension concept embeddings into a 2D space for
presentation.
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